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ABSTRACT: 
Nanog is associated with the pluripotency and constitute an important factor in cellular 
reprogramming. Thus, dissecting the molecular function of Nanog would provide better 
understanding of the process of reprogramming, cellular replication and differentiation. This 
study was designed to utilize the Next Generation Sequencing (RNA-Seq) data to identify, 
discover and profile the RNA transcripts influenced by RNA silencing of Nanog in mouse 
embryonic stem (ES) cell. Data from mouse induced pluripotent stem (iPS) and mouse 
embryonic fibroblast (MEF) cells were used as controls. GALAXY, an online open source 
software platform, was used and Tuxedo Protocol was followed to identify the differentially 
expressed genes and transcripts. The differentially expressed genes and transcripts were 
functionally annotated for biological and molecular functions and identify splice junction, 
exon-intron boundaries, and identification of primary transcripts. Results showed that, in 
Nanog null cell lines, Sgol2, Mcm7, Psma4 were up-regulated by a factor of 1.36 whereas 
several pluripotency related genes were down regulated. The up-regulated genes were 
associated with the regulation of cell cycle and regulation of pre replication complex whereas 
down-regulated genes were found to be associated with protein synthesis pathways, cellular 
proliferation and differentiation pathways besides pluripotency. Further, upon Nanog knock-
down, genes associated with the process of replication were activated while genes associated 
with the cellular differentiation were down-regulated by a relative expression in the range of 
(0.3-0.9). In conclusion, the results of the present study suggests that Nanog may not only be 
responsible for determining the pluripotency and reprogramming of cells but also for the 
process of cellular replication . 
Keywords: Cellular Reprogramming, Differential expression, Pluripotent cells, Cell 
differentiation ,Cell replication. 
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CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION 
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INTRODUCTION: 
RNA –Seq is also known as whole transcriptome shotgun sequencing , is a  method  which 
uses   the advancement in the field of  next generation sequencing to reveal the amount of 
RNA transcripts and quality of genome at a particular moment in time. It is a powerful 
technology to identify, discover,profile and quantify RNA transcripts. RNA-Seq provides the 
most precise measurement of levels of transcriptome and their isoforms. And is used for 
transcriotome profiling using deep sequencing 
A transcriptome represents that small percentage of the genetic code that is transcribed 
into RNA molecules — estimated to be less than 5% of the genome in humans (Frith et al., 
2005).  Transcriptome is the complete set of transcripts in a cell and their quantity , for a 
specific developmental phase or physiological condition. Understanding the transcriptome , 
interpreting transcripts is crucial to understand the molecular function of cellular constituents 
and to gain a deeper knowledge of diseases and their cause. The main aim of transcriptome 
profiling is to identify, quantify and characterise all types of RNA present in cell including 
mRNAs, non-coding RNA, rRNA, tRNA . RNA-Seq can also be used to determine exon and 
intron boundaries and verify or amend previously annotated 5’ and 3’ gene boundaries. RNA-
Seq remains the standard method for identifying and annotating coding and non-coding genes 
alike.RNA-Seq research is of prime importance in identifying cellular pathway alterations 
and gene expression level changes in cancer studies.  
Prior to advent of Next generation sequencing transcriptome profiling was carried out with 
expression microarrays and serial analysis of gene expression(SAGE).Multiple  technologies 
have been developed to identify and quantify the transcriptome, including hybridization-or 
sequence-based approaches. Hybridization-based approaches involve incubating 
fluorescently labelled cDNA with custom-made microarrays and commercial available oligo 
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microarrays. Microarrays have been designed as arrays with probes to identify exon junctions 
and to quantify spliced isoforms. Genomic tiling microarrays represent the genome at high 
density and allow the mapping of transcribed regions at a very high resolution. Hybridization-
based approaches are relatively inexpensive except for transcriptome tilling of large genome. 
These methods have limitations, such as : dependence on existing  genome sequence 
knowledge; high background noise level, restricted dynamic range of detection due to 
background and saturation of signals, difficulty in comparing expression levels across 
different experiments due to varying normalization methods[1]. 
 Initially Sanger based EST libraries were used but these techniques were expensive ,had less 
throughput and were not quantitative .To overcome these limitations Tag based methods such 
as Cap analysis of gene expression(CAGE) ,Serial analysis of gene expression(SAGE)  and 
Massively parallel signature sequencing(MPSS) analysis were  developed. Tag based 
methods were able to provide precise gene expression level, but were  not preferred as were 
dependent on expensive SANGER sequencing and due to non distinguishable limits of 
isoform detection. These short comings limited the use of traditional sequencing technology 
and paved way for the use of RNA-Seq to annotate transcriptomes.  
In RNA-Seq the first step is the preparation of RNA Poly(A)library , RNA is converted to 
cDNA fragments using ligators  and adaptors attached to both ends. Poly(T) magnetic beads 
are used to separate coding RNA from non coding RNA. The RNA is converted to cDNA by 
the process of reverse transcription. Each transcript, with or without amplification, is 
sequenced  by  high-throughput manner to obtain short sequences from one end (single-end 
sequencing) or both ends (pair-end sequencing). The resulting sequence reads are aligned 
with the reference genome or transcriptome, and are segregated into three types: exonic 
reads, junction reads and poly(A) end-reads. These three groups are used to generate a base-
resolution expression profile for each gene. Commonly used technology for RNA-Seq are 
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Illumina IG, Applied Biosystems SOLiD and Roche 454 Life Sciencesystems . The 
transcriptome assembly of raw reads can be achieved by two methods :de-novo and genome 
guided. Organism for  which the genome is unavailable or highly fragmented ,de novo 
assembly methods are used to construct reference transcriptome , based on similarity in local 
regions.The detection by genome guided method is based on algorithms for Fischer exact 
test, Likelihood ratio test, edger, DESeq, BsySeq, Two stage Poisson model[2]. Transcript 
Representation and enumeration can be done by Overlap graph , Connectivity graph ,Splice 
graph and Sub-exon graph .Transcript selection is achieved via the process of numerical 
selection using Quadratic programming, Expectation Maximisation.[3] 
RNA-Seq has increased the plethora of knowledge in the field of transcriptomics,it is 
particularly attractive for non –model organisms with genomic sequences yet to be 
determined. RNA-Seq is helpful in detecting the precise location of transcription boundaries. 
It has very low,rather nil background signal because DNA regions can be unambiguously 
mapped to specific regions in the genome. RNA-Seq has large dynamic range and specificity. 
It shows high level of reproducibility with Biological and Technical replicates. 
RNA-Seq has wide landscape of applications ranging from Annotation of novel genes,           
splicing events, exon intron boundaries, transcription boundaries, coding and non coding 
RNA, identifying Single Nucleotide Polymorphism (SNP), highly accurate  and reliable RNA 
quantification, Gene differential expression . 
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CHAPTER TWO: LITERATURE 
REVIEW 
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LITERATURE REVIEW: 
Nanog , a homeodomain-containing protein, is a transcription factor which is deterministic of 
Pluripotency of embryonic stem cell[4]. And is responsible for the self renewal property of 
undifferentiated Embryonic Stem Cells . Nanog over expressed activates cells to enter into S 
phase of cell cycle and promotes proliferation. It works in concert with oct-4 and SOX 2 to 
establish embryonic stem cell identity. Nanog   also acts like transcriptional activator for 
Rex1. Nanog Knock down promotes the process of cellular differentiation ,thereby causing  
the loss of pluripotency [5]. It has been experimentally shown that p53 binds to the promoter 
of Nanog and prevents its expression after DNA damage. Hence p53 acts antagonistic to the 
functioning of Nanog  [10]. Nanog protein recognizes particular DNA Sequence which is 
found in the promoter region of Gata6.Gata6 plays a crucial role in primitive endoderm 
differentiation[9].Hence primary function of Nanog is to prevent the differentiation of 
Embryonic Stem Cell into endoderm[11].Nanog determines cell fate in both Embryonic stem 
cell and Cancer  stem cell. Unregulated Nanog  is associated with poor prognosis of various 
cancer. Nanog has been found to play crucial role in the networks which regulate tumour cell 
development, Epithelial-Mesenchymal transition, immuno suppressive , drug resistance 
,proliferation, self-renewal, motility. These properties are characteristic of cancer stem cell. 
Nanog plays an important role in the conversion of fibroblast (Somatic cells) to Embryonic 
Stem Cells. Hence is responsible for the formation of induced pluripotent stem cells[12]. 
Although Nanog is necessary for cellular reprogramming ,use of canonical transcription 
factors like c-myc ,klf4 , Sox2 ,Oct4 under standard conditions does generate pluripotent cells 
from somatic cells[7]. Expression of Nanog has been detected in many germ cell tumours 
including ovarian, prostrate, brain, oral, kidney, cervix and breast 
cancer[13],[12],[15][16],[17].Over expression of Nanog has been associated with increased 
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resistance to drug in  certain type of breast cancer[12]. Nanog is also over expressed in 
ovarian cancer cells having metastatic property. Knock down of Nanog has been associated 
with impediment of proliferation, migration, invasion (Siu MK et al.,2013).Nanog and oct4 
are often considered indispensible for pluripotency. But it has been found that even in 
absence of   Nanog mouse embryonic fibroblast can be transformed into cells having self 
renewable capability like Embryonic Stem Cells formation of induced pluripotent stem 
cells,hence it can be deduced that although Nanog is one of the governing factors to 
determine pluripotency ,it is not required for the generation of iPSC[7]. As Nanog has been 
identified as a therapeutic target for cancer and has been associated with wide spread use in 
regenerative medicine,it would be beneficial to identify the genes which have been involved 
in the induction of adult cells into pluripotent stem cells .As it would provide better 
perspective on the genes involved in the process of differentiation and the ones associated 
with networks responsible for maintaining pluripotency. 
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CHAPTER THREE: MATERIALS 
AND METHODS  
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MATERIALS AND METHODS: 
The data used to understand the role of Nanog in stem cell pluripotency Insilco was retrieved 
from Gene Expression Omnibus (GEO) database from data entry –GSE53212. The data was 
released under the title ―Nanog Independent Reprogramming to iPSCs with Canonical 
Factors‖. The data consisted of 5groups with (2-4)biological replicates.Platforms used were: 
Illumina HiSeq 2000(mouse) and Illumina HiSeq 2500(mouse).The murine used for 
experimentation were of genotype :WT and strain:129/B6.To obtain Nanog null Mouse 
Embryonic Fibroblast(MEF),Nanog null Embryonic Stem Cell (ESC) were injected into 
blastocyst stage embryos. For reprogramming of Mouse Embryonic Fibroblast(MEF) into 
Induced Pluripotent Stem Cell(iPSC), MEFs were transduced with retroviruses carrying 
murine Oct4, Sox2, Klf4, +/- c-Myc  and were cultured in 2i+LIF conditions .MEF were 
grown in 10% FBS[14].RNA-Seq libraries were generated by using  250 ng  of total RNA 
using the Illumina TruSeq RNA kit v2 and base calls were performed using CASAVA. 
Total 6 comparisons done between the Nanog (+/+) cell lines and Nanog(-/-) cell lines.The 
comparisons  were done to generate reference annotation transcript for further comparison 
between Nanog null cell lines and Nanog positive cell lines. 
 Embryonic Stem Cell Vs Induced Pluripotent Stem Cell 
 Embryonic Stem Cell Vs Mouse Embryonic fibroblast 
 Mouse Embryonic fibroblast Vs Induced Pluripotent Stem Cell 
 Nanog(-/-)Embryonic Stem Cell Vs  Nanog(-/-)Induced Pluripotent Stem Cell 
 Nanog(-/-)Embryonic Stem Cell Vs  Embryonic Stem Cell 
 Nanog(-/-)Embryonic Stem Cell Vs  Induced Pluripotent Stem Cell 
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Illumina Sequencing Technology provides highest data accuracy, simple workflow, and a 
broad range of applications. It leverages clonal array formation and reversible terminator 
technology for rapid, accurate large scale sequencing. The basic steps include: 
 Cluster generation: cDNA templates are immobilised on the flow cell surface. Solid 
phase amplification is performed and 1,000 identical copies are created from each 
template transcript during each cycle.  
 Sequencing Synthesis: uses four fluorescently labelled nucleotide Fluorescent dye is 
use to identify the base and in enzymatically cleaved to allow incorporation of next 
nucleotide. Base calls are made directly from signal intensity measurements. 
 Analysis pipeline: Is characterised by deep sampling and uniform coverage. Deep 
Sampling uses weighted majority and statistical sampling. Each base is associated 
Sample Name  Cell Type  Genotype Strain  Passages  
ESC  Embryonic Stem 
Cell  
WT  129/B6  10-15  
iPSC  Induced 
pleuripotent 
Stem cell  
WT  129/B6  6  
MEF  Mouse 
Embryonic 
fibroblast  
WT  129/B6  2  
Nanog(-/-) ESC  Embryonic stem 
cell  
WT  129/B6  10-15  
Nanog(-/-) iPSC   Induced 
pleuripotent 
stem cell  
WT  129/B6  6  
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with a quality score,to which the software applies weighting factor to generate 
confidence scores. 
       
 
From the GSE53212 data entry 11 files were downloaded.4 biological replicates for 
Embryonic Stem Cell, 3 biological replicates for Induced Pluripotent StemCell, 2 biological 
replicates for Mouse Embryonic Fibroblast and 2 biological replicates for Nanog null 
Embryonic Stem cells. 
The files obtained were in the .sra format.The .sra files were converted into .fastq or.fasta 
format by using the NCBI SRA TOOL KIT (windows x64 )software which was downloaded 
from the NCBI DATABASE REPSITORY. Along with it Active Perl Configuration was 
downloaded to the same directory as NCBI TOOL KIT (sratoolkit.2.3.4-win64./bin) .Using 
command prompt remote connection was set with NCBI main database. The files were 
converted to .fastq format by the use of fastq-dump command. 
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Syntax for the conversion of .sra file to .fastq file 
C:\Users\USERS\Downloads\compressed\sratoolkit.2.3.4-win64\bin>fatsq-dump –A 
{filename} {file location} –O {destination folder} 
The FASTQ files were then uploaded on to GALAXY via FTP   client server Filezilla. 
GALAXY is an open source, web based platform for intensive biomedical and bioinformatics 
research. To identify differentially expressed genes and transcripts TUXEDO PROTOCOL 
was followed in GALAXY. The FASTQ files are imported onto the GALAXY Server by 
clicking on Get Data ->Upload . The raw sequence read file obtained from different high 
throughput sequencing technology can be converted to  standard format by using FASTQ 
Groomer tool .Converting to standard format makes further downstream processing easier 
and less error prone. The quality of the raw sequence reads obtained from high throughput 
sequencing pipeline is calculated using GALAXY wrapper FASTQC. It provides a set of 
modular analyses about the quality of raw sequence reads. It accepts FASTQ ,SAM ,BAM  
file as input and provides a single HTML output file containing Basic statistics, Per base 
quality ,Per sequence quality scores, Per base sequence content, Per base GC content, Per 
sequence GC content, Per base N content, Sequence length distribution, Sequence length 
distribution, overrepresented sequences , Kimer content. FASTQ summary statistics tool is 
also used to obtain quality score statistics for each cycle. Box plot tool is used to determine 
whether the low median quality score needs to be removed. The reads with a phred quality 
score of greater than 20 are considered reliable for further analysis. The FASTQ files are 
trimmed using FASTQ Trimmer based on either Phred quality score of each base or based on 
the median quality score[20]. Phred quality score is calculated based on the noise produced 
by each base .Processed trimmed FASTQ files are used as input for the TUXEDO 
PROTOCOL. 
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(Trapnell et al.,2012)  
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TUXEDO PROTOCOL:  
                                                                                                                                                
This protocol is a Bioinformatics protocol which is used to analyse the RNA-Seq data 
obtained from Next generation Sequencing techniques. The workflow is dependent on the use 
of various tools and softwares to optimize the reads obtained. The reads are mapped on to the 
reference genome if available else reference transcriptome is obtained by applying various 
Alignment algorithm.  
21 
 
 
TOPHAT(2): 
For the Illumina reads which are provided by the input provided as input ,Tophat2 tool is 
used.Tophat2 is a splice junction mapper for RNA reads  .It works in a two step process first 
,it maps the reads to genome by ultra high throughput read aligner Bowtie(2) and in the 
second step it analyses common  overlapping regions to determine splice junction between 
exons. The input format for Tophat(2) is Sanger FASTQ Format, Files are prepared by using 
FastQ Groomer .It provides output files pertaining to accepted_hits and junctions. Accepted 
_hits is a BAM file containing the list of read alignments and junctions is a BED track of 
junctions reported by TOPHAT.[18] 
CUFFLINKS: 
The accepted _hits BAM file generated by TOPHAT(2) is used  as input to generate 
transcriptome assembly for each condition and to  provide FPKM (Fragments per kilobase of 
exon) value  estimation of each gene and transcript. Cufflinks assembles the transcripts from 
RNA-Seq which have been aligned to the genome. It is often not possible to predict all the 
splicing junction of a gene hence Cufflinks predicts a parsimonious transcriptome of 
assembled data. Cufflinks also works in a two step process first predicts the assembled 
transcripts and then it quantifies the expression of each transfag in the sample,it uses 
statistical sampling to exclude background or artifactual transfags (Trapnell et al.,2010). 
Cufflinks produces three output files transcripts.gtf, isoform.fpkm_tacking , 
genes.fpkm_tracking.[19] 
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CUFFMERGE: 
This tool is a meta assembler, it treats the assembled transcriptome in the same way cufflinks 
treats mapped reads, merging them together parsimoniously. It follows reference annotation  
based transcriptome assembly(RABT) merges reference transcript with sample transfags to 
produce a file which is used to detect differential expression.[19] 
CUFFDIFF: 
Cuffdiff calculates the expression in two or more sample conditions and tests their statistical 
significance of each observed change.[19] The statistical model used to evaluate changes in 
the reads produced by transcripts is directly proportional to its abundance. Cuff diff provides 
eleven output files. The transcript and gene differential files can be imported and viewed in 
excel. Cuff diff is used to find significant changes in transcript expression, splicing ,primary 
transcript expression and promoter use. Cuffdiff takes Cufflink GTF file as input and two 
SAM files containing alignment of two or more replicates. The output files produced : 
Transcript FPKM expression tracking, Gene FPKM expression tracking; Primary transcript 
FPKM tracking; Coding sequence FPKM tracking, Transcript differential FPKM, Gene 
differential FPKM, Primary transcript differential FPKM, Coding sequence differential 
FPKM, Differential splicing tests, Differential promoter tests, Differential CDS tests. 
CummeRbund: 
CummeRbund is a tool   designed to simplify the analysis, exploration  and visualisation of 
RNA-Seq data derived from the output of  differential expression analysis obtained by using 
Cuffdiff .[23]This tool is of prime importance in visualising multiple relation between 
various conditions and multiple replicates. Especially helpful in visualising appropriate 
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relationship between genes, transcripts, coding sequence regions, transcription start sites and 
junctional boundaries. 
R: is a language used for statistical computing and graphics.It is a free software,which can 
be compiled and run on UNIX,WINDOWS and MacOS. R can be downloaded via CRAN 
MIRROR.[23]R provides a wide variety of statistical techniques including linear and non-
linear modelling, real time analysis, time series and clustering along with wide variety of 
graphical techniques. R can be used to obtain publication ready graphs. R is preferred for 
visualising research data as it offers effective handling and storage of data, calculations are 
performed on arrays, presence of large number of coherent tools and functions for data 
analysis.R is a fully planned coherent system. The syntax for obtaining plots from R. 
R can be downloaded from the source(―http://bioconductor.org/bioclite.R‖) 
biocLite() 
biocLite(―edgeR‖) 
library(cummeRbund) 
cuff<-readcufflinks() 
disp<-dispersionplot(genes(cuff)) 
gsc<-fpkmscvplot(genes(cuff)) 
Database for Annotation, Visualization and Integrated Discovery 
(DAVID): 
DAVID   is a free source platform which provides tools for Functional Annotation, Gene 
functional Classification, Gene ID conversion, Gene Name Batch Viewer[22],[21].DAVID 
provides tools for identification of enriched biological themes, particularly Gene Ontology 
(GO) terms, Discovery of enriched functional-related gene groups, Clustering of  redundant 
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annotation terms, Visualization of genes on BioCarta & KEGG pathway maps, Display of  
related many-genes-to-many-terms on 2-D view, Search for other functionally related genes 
not in the list , identification of interacting proteins, Exploration of  gene names in batch 
,Link gene-disease associations ,Highlighting  protein functional domains and motifs .The list 
of differentially expressed transcripts was uploaded onto DAVID and the related Biological 
Process, Molecular function was obtained. It also provided the cellular location of the protein 
along with the related KEGG Pathways. DAVID can also be used to generate 2D heat maps 
for better visualisation of differentially expressed genes,it also provides  rapid mean to reduce 
large lists of genes into functionally related cluster of genes.  
CYTOSCAPE: 
Cytoscape is an open source platform for visualizing molecular interaction networks and 
biological pathways and organising these networks with annotations, gene expression profiles 
and other state data.[24],[25]. Cytoscape is used for biological research, to analyse and 
visualize complex gene network. Cytoscape is used for integration, analysis and visualisation 
of genetic networks and cluster.  Added features can be added by downloading Apps 
(Plugins) Apps are available for visualising molecular and genetic network , identifying and 
clustering molecular profiling , formation of new layouts, scripting, and connection with 
Public databases like UniProt , GeneMania. To identify the central gene in a molecular 
cluster and network, gene symbol were imported and were compared gene with 28 public 
databases. The genes are matched and gene networks and clustered are obtained. To obtain 
centre genes in cluster we used Uniprot, Reactome Netwrok and Reactome PI. Reactome 
Network App is used to detect the genes which are responsible and involved in cancer cell 
proliferation, migration, metastasis and invasion pathways. Reactome  database used to 
determine the genes involved in molecular functions, summary of functional pathway ,to 
obtain network structure of the activated pathway. 
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CHAPTER FOUR: RESULTS AND 
DISCUSSION  
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RESULT AND DISCUSSION: 
The 5 groups (Embryonic Stem Cell, Mouse Embryonic Fibroblast, Induced Pluripotent Stem 
Cell,Nanog null Induced Pluripotent Stem Cell,Nanog null Embryonic Stem Cell) each 
having 2-4 biological replicate. There are 16  transcripts common for the interaction between 
Nanog null Induced Pluripotent Stem Cell +iPSC and Embryonic Stem Cell + Induced 
Pluripotent Stem Cell , 17 transcripts common for the interaction between Nanog null 
Induced Pluripotent Stem Cell +iPSC Vs Mouse Embryonic Fibroblast+ Embryonic Stem 
Cell,  2 trancripts common for the interaction between Nanog null Embryonic Stem Cell+ 
Nanog null Induced Pluripotent Stem Cell Vs Embryonic Stem Cell+ Induced Pluripotent 
Stem Cell,  16 transcripts common for the interaction between Mouse Embryonic Fibroblast+ 
Embryonic Stem Cell Vs Nanog null Embryonic Stem Cell+ Nanog null Induced Pluripotent 
Stem Cell, 22 transcripts common for the interaction between Nanog null Embryonic Stem 
Cell+ Embryonic Stem Cell Vs Embryonic Stem Cell+ Induced Pluripotent Stem Cell,  22 
transcripts common for the interaction between Nanog null Embryonic Stem Cell+ 
Embryonic Stem Cell Vs Embryonic Stem Cell Vs Mouse Embryonic Fibroblast+ Embryonic 
Stem Cell. 
Comparative Interaction between          
groups 
Number of common transcripts  
Nanog(-/-)iPSC+iPSC Vs ESC+Ipsc                  16 
Nanog(-/-)iPSC+iPSC Vs MEF+ESC                  17 
Nanog(-/-)ESC+Nanog(-/-)iPSC Vs 
ESC+iPSC 
                 02 
MEF+ESC Vs Nanog(-/-)ESC+Nanog (-/-
) iPSC 
                 16 
Nanog(-/-)ESC+ESC Vs ESC+iPSC                  22 
Nanog(-/-)ESC+ESC Vs MEF+ESC                  22 
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The Data obtained from Cuff Diff was analysed and graphically visualised using R.The  
functional annotation of genes was done with the help of DAVID to retrieve information 
regarding Biological Processes , Molecular function and regarding cellular components.All 
the information along with FPKM value,Gene Symbol and locus was appended into data 
sheets. 
Genes differential Expression for Nanog null iPSC Vs iPSC  
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Genes differential Expression for Nanog null iPSC Vs Nanog null ESC 
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Gene differential Expression for Nanog null ESC Vs  ESC 
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Genes differential Expression for  ESC Vs iPSC  
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Genes differential Expression for  iPSC Vs MEF 
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Gene differential Expression for  ESC Vs  MEF 
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Using Cytoscape we were able to identify genes in every comparative interaction which were 
played a pivotal role in any cellular and molecular pathways. To compare the change we 
calculated the relative expression of the enriched gene in the control cell lines as well as in 
the Nanog null cell lines. 
 For the comparative interaction between Nanog(-/-)iPSC+iPSC Vs ESC+iPSC, the enriched 
genes were Sgol2,Mcm7,Prpf8,Psma4,Apex1. 
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RELATIVE  FPKM value in 873 FPKM value in 918 Relative Expression 
Sgol2 2162.14 2937.4 1.358561425 
Mcm7 4110.53 5584.5 1.35858393 
Prpf8 1215.11 1215.11 1 
Psma4 10517.7 14289.2 1.358586003 
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Apex1 167882.2 22808.1 0.135857762 
[RELATIVE EXPRESSION =FPKM VALUE IN 918/FPKM VALUE IN 873] 
For the comparative interaction between Nanog(-/-)iPSC+iPSC Vs MEF+ESC the enriched 
genes were Ep300,Rbbp7,Rpl8,Dars.   
 
 
 
[RELATIVE EXPRESSION=FPKM VALUE IN 918/FPKM VALUE IN 858] 
 
Gene Symbol FPKM value in 858 FPKM value in 918 Relative Expression  
Ep300 23782.2 7073.42 0.297424965 
Rbbp7 31094.3 29866.6 0.960516879 
Rpl8 104164 100051 0.960514189 
Dars 31725.7 8047.3 0.253652402 
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For the interaction between MEF+ESC Vs Nanog(-/-)ESC+Nanog (-/-) iPSC the 
enriched genes are Ep300,Rbbp7,Rpl8,Itag5,Eif4a2. 
 
 
   [RELATIVE EXPRESSION=FPKM VALUE IN 918/FPKM VALUE IN 858] 
 
Gene Symbol FPKM value in 858 FPKM value in 813 Relative Expression  
Ep300 23782.2 7364.19 0.309651336 
Rbbp7 31094.3 31094.3 1 
Rpl8 104164 104164 1 
Itag5 15229 15229 1 
Eif4a2 21382 21382 1 
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For the interaction between Nanog null ESC+Nanog null iPSC Vs ESC+iPSC, common 
genes were Rn45s,Prdx1.And Prdx1 is the only enriched gene. 
 
 
 
 
[RELATIVE EXPRESSION=FPKM VALUE IN 873/FPKM VALUE IN 813] 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Gene Symbol FPKM value in 813 FPKM value in 873 Relative expression  
Prdx1 54111.9 7594.66 7.124993087 
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For the interaction between Nanog(-/-)ESC+ESC Vs ESC+iPSC the genes enriched were 
Eif4g1,Ubb,Rab13.. 
 
         
        
 
 
[RELATIVE EXPRESSION=FPKM VALUE IN 937/FPKM VALUE IN 858] 
 
 
Gene Symbol FPKM value in 858 FPKM value in 937 Relative Expression  
Eif4g1 3299.13 3061.96 0.928111351 
Prkaca 14342 15370.3 1.071698508 
Cops2 34846.3 10875.3 0.312093393 
Uso1 8089.02 8594.598 1.062501762 
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For the interaction between Nanog(-/-)ESC+ESC Vs MEF+ESC Eif4g1,Prkaca,Cops2,Uso1 
 
 
 
 
[RELATIVE EXPRESSION=FPKM VALUE IN 937/FPKM VALUE IN 858] 
Taking into consideration all the genes which were enriched 
Sgol2,Mcm7,Psma4,Prakca,,USo1 and Prdx1 are up-regulated in the Nanog null cell lines 
(Having Relative Expression >1.1).And Apex1,Ep300,Rbbp7,Rpl8,Dars,Eif4gi,Ubb,Cops2 
are down regulated in Nanog null Cell lines(Having Relative Expression<1).Mildly up-
regulated (1<=Relative Expression<1.1) Prkaca,Uso1,Eif4a1 The use of Tuxedo protocol 
followed by the functional annotation in DAVID and identifying cluster networks through the 
use of Cytoscape, provided a better understanding of the Nanog dependent pathway. The 
Gene Symbol FPKM value in 858 FPKM value in 937 Relative Expression 
Eif4g1 3299.13 3061.96 0.928111351 
Prkaca 14342 15370.3 1.071698508 
Cops2 34846.3 10875.3 0.312093393 
Uso1 8089.02 8594.598 1.062501762 
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genes which were found to be  upregulated  are Sgol2,Mcm7 and Psma4 ,all the genes are 
involved in the regulation of cell cycle, associated with chromatid cohesion and associated 
with pre-replication process. Sgol2 associated with G1/S transition,DNA replication.And the 
genes which have been down regulated act as antagonist to cell replication .Apex 1 encodes 
for enzyme DNA apurinic lyase , which prevents  normal DNA replication.Ep300 is 
associated with the process of cellular growth proliferation and differentiation.Rbbp7 is 
Retinoblastoma binding protein ,it regulates cell proliferation and differentiation and is 
known to be associated withBRAC1 tumour suppressor gene.Rpl8 and Dars are genes which 
are associated with the process of protein synthesis. Ubb also known as Ubiquitin B is 
associated with the maintenance of chromatin structure, the regulation of gene expression, 
and the stress response. Cops2 is involved in early stages of neuronal differentiation 
,involved in various cellular and developmental process. 
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CONCLUSION 
The Data Set GSE53212 was analysed using Tuxedo Protocol, followed by functional 
annotation done by DAVID and further determining gene cluster using Cytoscape.  Results 
showed that, in Nanog null cell lines, Sgol2, Mcm7, Psma4 were up-regulated by a factor of 
1.36 whereas several pluripotency related genes were down regulated. The up-regulated 
genes were associated with the regulation of cell cycle and regulation of pre replication 
complex whereas down-regulated genes were found to be associated with protein synthesis 
pathways, cellular proliferation and differentiation pathways besides pluripotency. Further, 
upon Nanog knock-down, genes associated with the process of replication were activated 
while genes associated with the cellular differentiation were down-regulated by a relative 
expression in the range of (0.3-0.9). In conclusion, the results of the present study suggests 
that Nanog may not only be responsible for determining the pluripotency and reprogramming 
of cells but also for the process of cellular replication . 
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